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Why is the Netherlands a frontrunner?

Dutch challenges
 Densely populated
 Few natural resources

Raw material facts:
 The Netherlands imports 68% of its raw

materials.
 Of the 54 materials that are critical for 

Europe, 90% must be imported



A Circular Economy in 
the Netherlands by 2050

2016

 50% reduction in use of raw materials by 
2030.

 The Dutch economy will run completely on
re-usable raw materials by 2050.

2017

 ‘Raw Materials Agreement’ signed by 180 
parties!



5 Transition agenda’s (2018)



Cooperation
Collaborative programmes in which public, private and knowledge institutions
encourage the knowledge exchange (Triple Helix) on national and international level

‘Polder model’
Knowledge 
institutes Government

Businesses



Tools to stimulate a Circular Economy

 Guide ‘Circular Public Procurement’ 

 Reporting Point ‘Waste Management’ 

 ‘Versnellingshuis’ (‘CE Accelerator’) 
for Dutch market and Holland 
Circulair Hotspot for international
cooperation

 Software tools to measure the circularity. Example: 
Madaster, New Horizon

Source: www.newhorizon.nl

‘We don’t demolish, we harvest’



Signify (Philips)  
Light as a Service (LaaS)



Finding new cooperation partners
 Auping Take Back System; takes

back the old mattresses when you
by a new one

 The steel bonnell springs go to 
Tata Steel

 The polyethers (soft foams) are
used in the manufacture of judo 
mats.



Fairphones
makes fairer and
longer-lasting phones  Modular smartphone: 

do-it-yourself replaceable
components.

 Goal is longevity in use.



PlasticRoad revolution
 PlasticRoad concept: light, 

modular recycled plastic road
surface. 

 Recycled: ocean plastic or plastic
collected and re-used by 
municipality

 Road has hollow interior, allowing
rainwater drain-off and space for
cables. 

 Lasts 3x longer and built 80% 
faster than traditional roads. 

 PlasticRoad talking to potential
partners and plastics experts. 



A straightforward answer
to pointless food waste  In Holland, 10% of edible fruit & 

vegetables are thrown away for
‘aesthetic’ reasons. 

 Kromkommer turns them into e.g. 
soup and arranges their sale via 200 
outlets.

 Partners throughout food chain is 
key: growers, restaurants, shops and
consumers. 



Financial Sector
ABN AMRO

 ABN AMRO,  ING and 
Rabobank developed
Circular Economy Finance 
Guidelines

 The guidelines offer a joint 
framework to pick the right 
type of finance for every
circular initiative



The Dutch example: benefits
Based on research TNO 2013



Why is the Netherlands a frontrunner?
The Netherlands has a culture of innovation and startups

Some facts:
 127.000 starters
 200-300 start-ups a year
 3000 scale-ups
 The Netherlands nr 2 on the 

Global Innovation Index 2018



Thank you!
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